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Do you:

◼A: Commission videos for social media?

◼B: Produce videos for social media?

◼C: Appear in videos for social media?

◼D: None of the above.
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Welcome and introductions

Rachel Eden Malcolm Powers



+
Housekeeping

◼ During the seminar it would be great if you could 

use the chat function to share comments and ideas. 

At the end of the session we’ll pick up anything 

that hasn’t been covered.

◼ A reminder that this session will be recorded and 

shared with participants and a note will be kept 

summarising (and anonymising) key points 

shared.



+
Aims

◼ Planning your video

◼ How to present and speak well for video and 

online

◼ How to film effective videos

◼ How to create effective videos including creating 

graphics and images

◼ Using video effectively with social media



+
Recap of previous modules

◼ Using social media to listen to communities and 

stakeholders

◼ Being mindful of your personal or corporate 

“brand” to communicate effectively

◼ Being aware of good practice

◼ Being aware of the different social media 

platforms, their audiences and their relative 

strengths
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Recap of previous modules

◼ How to plan your social media communications 

effectively

◼ Using social media to broadcast to and engage 

with your audiences

◼ Identifying and understanding your audiences and 

how you communicate with them 

◼ Using social media management tools to plan, 

analyse and curate content.
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Planning your video

◼ Why are you making this video?

◼ What do you want people to understand?

◼ Who is your audience?
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Planning your video

HOW LONG

Beginning Middle End
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Planning your video

Beginning Middle End

Who and where?

What are you saying?

What do you want 
people to take away?

Key point(s)

NO MORE THAN 3!

Summary

Call to action
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◼ Storyboard

◼ Shots

◼ Cutaways

Planning your video

◼ Planning

◼ Where?

◼ What do you need?

◼ Do you need help?
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Planning your video
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Filming your video

◼ Support for your device

◼ Lighting

◼ Sound
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Speaking and presenting for video

◼ Non-verbal communication

◼ Smile / serious



+
Speaking and presenting for video

◼ Humour

◼ If appropriate



+
Speaking and presenting for video

◼ Presentation

◼ Look the part
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Filming your video

◼ Where are you planning to film?

◼ How accessible is it?

◼ How busy?

◼ How noisy?

◼ Take as much footage as possible.

◼ What’s behind you?
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Filming your video

◼ Plenty of space at the beginning and the end 

◼ More than one take is fine

◼ Record some ambient audio
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Use of images and graphics

BIG Bold bright
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Creating images and graphics



+
Creating images and graphics
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Creating images and graphics

https://twitter.com/belfastcc/status/1352605739

311898625?s=20

https://twitter.com/belfastcc/status/1352605739311898625?s=20
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Creating images and graphics

canva.com

image editing software



+
Creating your video



+
Creating your video

◼Editing tips

◼ Transitions

◼ Using stills

◼ Background audio

◼Subtitle software



+
Creating your video



+
Creating your video
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Posting your video

◼ Where will it get best reach



+
Posting your video
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Recap

◼ How to plan your video

◼ How to present and speak well for video and 

online

◼ How to film effective videos

◼ How to create effective videos including creating 

graphics and images

◼ Using video effectively with social media



+
Any 

questions?



+ 
Thank you
Feedback forms

Connect on social media if you wish

@HolyBrookLtd


